CALCUTTA UNIVERSITYPRESS
Office of the Superintendent
48, Hazra Road, Kolkata- 700 019
NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION
Ref. No.CUP/WQ/37/2017-2018

Dated :12/02/2018

Sealed Quotation are invited from the experienced, technically sound,
resourceful vendors within tendays of this noticei.e. on or before22.02.2018 for
supplying and commissioning and running of one no. Dampening Roller
Cleaning Machine to the Calcutta University Press. The vendor should submit
their quotation with self-attested copy of current Trade License,
PAN Card, GST & Service Tax Registration etc. to the office of the
undersigned. The closed envelope must be superscribed with the Quotation No.
and closing date. Rates should be submitted including delivery/transport cost
and GST Charges with break up (if any).The quotation will be opened on
27.02.2018 at 15.00 pm at the office of the Superintendent. Interested vendors
may attend while opening of the quotation will be made.
Specifications of the Machine
Automatic Dampening Roller Cleaning Machine = One No.
Roller size-length = 7 ft (84”)
Row = Three (3) Nos.
i.e., at a time three rollers of 7 ft each be cleaned in just 05 Minutes.
Power=2 H.P. – 3 Phase – 440 volts (I.S.I. Mark)
Auto reverse and forwarding cleaning system
Material = Steel Tank
Noiseless operation
Metallic Anti corrosive body
Sturdily built
Transparent roller cover and other safety guard inbuilt

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITYPRESS
Office of the Superintendent
48, Hazra Road, Kolkata- 700 019

Technical Terms & Conditions
1. Vendor should be in a position to show same machine in running
condition installed / supplied by them in any other printing press in
Kolkata.
2. Successful bidder should be in a condition to supply /install the machine
within 15 days after receiving the supply order.
3. On-site service/support/training should be mentioned clearly.
4. Installation, Testing, commissioning and integration of the equipment
purchased is to be done by suppliers at our premises.
5. Warranty period of various components of machine should be clearly
mentioned. Preference will be given to the concern who will give
maximum period of warranty.
6. Name, Address, Contact No. of the local service center should be
mentioned.
7. Necessary spares/kit must be included at the time of delivery.
8. Technical catalogue/ Brochure, etc. should be enclosed without fail for
quoted equipment.
9. Please note that C.U. reserves the right to select the vendors for placing
work/supply order and lowest quotation does not guarantee the
selection of vendors.

Yours faithfully,

Superintendent
Calcutta University Press

